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Distinguished Speaker
Dr. Suneeta Shriram Sane
Professor and Head of Mech.Engg.Dept. | PVG’s College of Engg

Dr. Ina Colombo
Deputy General Director

Dr Ina COLOMBO, graduated from a PhD in Engineering (Carbon Dioxide refrigeration for retail applications), a Master’s Degree in Sustainable Energy Systems, Bachelor’s Degree in Building Services Engineering from London South Bank University. She has studied also in France where she obtained a Higher Diploma in Thermal Engineering.

She has joined the IIR as the Deputy Director in 2013. She is the secretary of the IIR working group on Cold Chain in Hot Countries and Careers in Refrigeration "Cafee". She is an advocate of the Diversity in Engineering.

Topic: Energy Management for Cold Storage
Timings: 11 am to 12:30 pm
Zoom Meeting ID: 825 7985 9237

RSVP: Mr. Pugal +91 99007 02893

President: Amar Narayan | Secretary: Ananth Kumar N | Program Chair: Mr. Vinod Saladi

Topic: Sustainable Cold Chain
Timings: 4pm to 5:30 pm
Zoom Meeting ID: 838 8133 0455
DISCLAIMER
The information provided within this Webinar is for general informational purposes only. While we try to keep the information up-to-date and correct, there are no representations or warranties, express or implied, about the completeness, accuracy, reliability, suitability or availability with respect to the information, products, services, or related graphics contained in this Webinar for any purpose. Any use of this information is at your own risk.
We do not guarantee or declare that the information on webinar is accurate and correct. We are not responsible nor can they be held liable for any errors or hiatuses in the content of the webinar.

SPEAKER
The views expressed in presentation made at webinar or other webinars are those of the speaker and not, necessarily, of ISHRAE. Presentations, or the presence, does not constitute an endorsement of the vendor or speaker’s views, products or services.

Thank you!
Please send your suggestions at lshraeblr3one@gmail.com